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Koorui GN10 27" 2560x1440px 240Hz monitor
The Koorui GN10 is a monitor that will satisfy even the most demanding users. They offer an exceptionally high refresh rate of 240Hz,
which,  combined with AMC FreeSync technology,  guarantees extremely smooth performance.  Thanks to the QHD resolution of  2560 x
1440 px, you will easily see every detail during dynamic gameplay. You can successfully connect it not only to your PC, but also to your
PS5, Xbox or Nintendo Switch console.
 
Smooth and dynamic gameplay
The Koorui GN10 is your key to outperforming your opponents in the game! A response time of just 1ms eliminates any lag, meaning that
every action on screen is captured almost instantly, without blurring or shifting. The 240Hz refresh rate, on the other hand, ensures that
images are not only extremely sharp, but also incredibly smooth, allowing you to fully engage in your gameplay or work.
 
QHD resolution
The  monitor  provides  a  QHD resolution  of  2560  x  1440  px  and  a  colour  palette  of  95%sRGB,  which  will  make  details  that  may  have
escaped before, now clearly visible. The realistic colours will make your gameplay even more fascinating. The Koorui GN10 also offers a
wide 178° viewing angle, which means you can enjoy a perfect picture no matter where you sit.
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Advanced technology
Immerse  yourself  in  your  favourite  games  without  annoying  flicker  or  lag.  AMD  SyncFree  technology  eliminates  image  shake  and
minimises lag, for incredibly smooth gaming and superior precision at work. Whether you're playing your favourite game, editing video or
working on graphic design projects, this technology allows you to achieve maximum performance without any distractions.
 
Taking care of your eyes
When using  the  Koorui  GN10,  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  your  eyesight!  The  monitor  offers  an  eye  protection  mode that  reduces
harmful blue light emissions, significantly reducing visual fatigue. This is a great solution, especially if you spend long hours in front of
the monitor, such as working or gaming. 
 
Included
monitor
bracket
stand
power cable
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Koorui 
	Model
	GN10
	Screen size
	27"
	Screen type
	Va mini-LED
	Screen resolution
	2560 x 1440 px
	Display aspect ratio
	16:9
	Refresh rate
	240 Hz
	Viewing angle
	178°
	Number of displayed colours
	1.07 billion
	Colour gamut
	95% DCI-P3
	Connections
	HDMI 2.1 x2, DP 1.4, audio
	Response time
	1 ms
	Colour
	Grey

Preço:

Antes: € 548.0019

Agora: € 524.00
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Acessórios para computadores, Displays
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